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What Good is Love?
Lauren Ware
Abstract:
The role of emotions in mental life is the subject of longstanding controversy, spanning the history of
ethics, moral psychology, and educational theory. This paper defends an account of love’s cognitive
power. My starting point is Plato’s dialogue, the Symposium, in which we find the surprising claim that
love aims at engendering moral virtue. I argue that this understanding affords love a crucial place in
educational curricula, as engaging the emotions can motivate both cognitive achievement and moral
development. I first outline the state of the challenge between dominant rival theories regarding
emotions in learning. Next, I demonstrate how Platonic virtue ethics offers the most tenable prospect for
an education of reason and emotion. Third, I sketch three practical ways educators might constructively
engage emotions in the classroom. I conclude that love’s virtue is its peerless power to motivate the
creative and lateral thinking which leads to moral development.

Introduction

L

ove can get us into all kinds of trouble—love of power, love of ourselves, love of what’s harmful, not to
mention unrequited love and limerence. Furthermore, the emotions in general are often taken to be at
odds with reason, getting in the way of making informed decisions, and love is no exception to such
criticism. This paper sets out to discuss whether love can ever fulfil its promise to make life better, by investigating
a controversial suggestion of Platonic virtue ethics that it is love which really ought to be at the heart of creative
thinking and moral decision-making.
Can the emotions be educated? Ought they? The past twenty years has witnessed a groundswell of academic
interest in the emotions, with considerable attention being given to arguing and articulating their philosophical,
political, and medical import.1 Yet the role of emotions in moral education has seen an unfortunately neglectful
polarisation, with as-yet unresolved tension pitting educating for rationality against educating for moral
development of the total person. This is, of course, not a new debate. Accordingly, this interest has sparked
something of a minor Renaissance of and academic focus on historical treatments of the emotions, particularly
Aristotelian views on love and friendship, Stoic applications to psychological health, and pre-Socratic discussion
of the emotions in the poetry of, for example, Hesiod and Empedocles.2
Plato is often portrayed as advocating an abandonment of such emotions as love and desire, in order for the
philosopher to have access to the true objects of knowledge. Yet, in his dialogue, the Symposium, he writes that a
life without love is not worth living, and that love is the best chance the philosopher has at true knowledge of
beauty and virtue. In this paper, I argue that education by attraction to the beautiful motivates moral
development through a unique form of self-creation. I will first outline the state of the challenge between a solely
cognitive basis for education, and one that allows for affective or emotional considerations. Next, I will show how
Platonic virtue ethics, specifically his theory of love in moral development, holds out the most tenable prospect
for an education of reason and emotion, as the power of love carries with it a distinctly creative element: the
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generation of virtue in the soul. Finally, I sketch three practical ways this creative love might be employed in the
classroom. I conclude that love’s virtue is its peerless power to impel one to develop and shape herself. Beauty
incites creation of beauty, and the mechanism for that creation is love.
Emotions in Education
The instrumental and utilitarian trends that pervade significant areas of contemporary education are typified
by the promotion of the value of school as being primarily or even solely in the service of economic benefit to
state or student. In spite of such trends, there remains a sound argument for the view that education ought
concern itself with a more comprehensive view of human development. Humans are undeniably emotional
beings, and thus that personal development must take the emotions into serious consideration. The challenge is
traditionally presented as between a strictly cognitive view of education, and one that seeks to shape the character
through emotional development. A brief analysis of these two general views will provide insight into where a
virtue ethical framework might be able to contribute a degree of reconciliation for moral educational curricula.
The former view is made prominent by Kohlberg’s cognitivist understanding of moral development, which—
stemming from Piagetian cognitive theory—takes that development to encompass only emotionally disinterested
rational capabilities such as social cognition, problem solving, and perspective-taking without affect.3 On the
Kolhbergian educational program of study, moral development is seen as largely the province of cognitive
development, relegating emotion to the sidelines as impeding the rationality which is its exclusive focus. On the
other hand, two influential anti-Kolhbergian systems have also arisen in the literature: character education, as best
exemplified in the works of Lickona and Kilpatrick,4 and the ethics of care defended by Noddings, Gilligan,
Chodorow, and Slote.5 Proponents of character education “rally around the belief that the formation of moral
dispositions is a vital part of moral education and ascribe to a comprehensive definition of character which views
character as comprising dispositions of thought, action, and feeling.”6 The ethics of care take the emotion of
caring to be “ontologically basic to human excellence” and that the aims of maintaining and enriching caring
relationships must be the anchor of all educational activities and policies. 7 Both of these theories, especially
character education, may be mistaken for a brand of virtue ethics, but they differ in at least one significant respect
when it comes to educating for moral development: neither character education nor the ethics of care appear to
offer a specific mechanism for incorporating reason into their praxis. As Carr laments of care ethics, “it seems in
itself to be opposed to any very principled definition of moral association.”8
Is there a view of moral educational theory that does not place attentiveness to the emotions over and above
the development of rational capacities, nor sacrifice them for a quasi-Kantian view of education which all but
ignores the emotive aspect of ethical development? In what follows, I want to focus on the emotion of love and its
role in educating for virtue. With this as a focus, I hope to show we can find such an educational theory in
Platonic virtue ethics, which I will set out in section two.
Virtue ethics can be argued to hold out more over its adversary moral theories since its focus takes into
account the human soul as a whole—specifically including emotions such as love, but also fear, shame, and the
more contentious feelings of Schadenfreude, pride, anger, and maudlin. 9 I identify three reasons for virtue ethics
to be the primary candidate for a social scientific educational theory of moral development. First, virtue ethics is
fundamentally about a particular ordering of the emotions so as to be compatible with reason. Plato’s discussion
of the properly ordered soul in his dialogue, the Phaedrus, depicts reason as a charioteer harnessing the
motivational force of an angry but righteous horse on the one hand, and the wily but chaotic and desiderative
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horse on the other. The account is famously set out in an educational context in Book IV of his Republic, where
the virtuous individual is one whose rational, spirited, and erotic capacities are established “in a relation of
mastering, and being mastered by, one another that is according to nature.”10 That relation is artfully expressed by
Lewis in his short treatise on emotion and morality in education, The Abolition of Man, as the condition in which
“the head rules the belly through the chest.”11 Rather than deny, ignore, or suppress the emotions, or relegate
them to extra-curricular training, virtue ethics fully acknowledges the potential conflicts between reason and
emotion and sets out a structure which accounts for their role in the virtuous life. The major benefit of this
accommodation is that it allows for movement in the direction of a possible reconciliation with moral educational
theories which focus more on training for rationality.
Second, that virtue ethics is a satisfactorily principled cognitive system ought to go some way in warning off
the threat of emotions taking over and destroying the work of reason when faced with a personal moral dilemma.
For virtue ethics, especially contemporary virtue ethics as set out in Geach and Hursthouse, does hold that some
actions or activities are absolutely wrong.12 The difference between virtue ethics and consequentialist theories
here, however, turns on those situations when an ostensibly morally bad act is required in the face of a more
damaging alternative. Whereas the consequentialist would see the act as morally neutral or even positive in its
achievement of the best outcome, the virtue ethicist would still be committed to the principle that the act itself
was, in fact, wrong.13
A third reason virtue ethics is our best candidate for an account of moral education that facilitates the
interaction between reason and emotion is that it affords a positive role for reflection in emotive development.
Aristotle’s “doctrine of the mean”—according to which the virtuous action is the mean between two extremes of
character; for example, cowardice and recklessness—requires cognitive reflection in order to locate that mean, or,
in the case of his supreme virtue, magnanimity, to be able to identify the particular pitch and balance
magnanimous action requires in a given situation.14
That virtue ethics is conducive to emotions in education is perhaps not surprising. The vocation-focussed or
economically-impactful curricula referenced at the beginning of this section share a common trajectory with
deontological or utilitarian ethical systems in their emphases on satisfying objective lists or calculating
consequences and benefits. If the underlying strength of virtue ethics is its ability to account for the entire human
complex—messy emotions and all—a virtue ethical pedagogy of moral development would, at least in theory, be
primed to avoid those perhaps negative priorities. In the next section, I focus specifically on how one particular
virtue ethical system puts love at the heart of not only cognitive motivation, but moral development in tandem.
Love’s Virtue in Platonic Ethics
It was the dinner party that went down in history. Decades afterwards, the eager curious desperately gossiped
to get a taste of what brought together the beautiful and powerful in one night of intoxicating conversation: Love.
In the Symposium, Socrates shocks his interlocutors by proclaiming that Erôs, “god of love”, is, in fact, not a god at
all. Rather, Love is a dæmon, intermediary between gods and men. As he describes the activity and purpose of the
dæmon class, it begins to become clear the importance that Plato attributes to this emotion. He writes:
For Erôs is in the middle of both gods and men and fills up the interval so that the whole cosmos itself
has been bound together by it. For a god does not mingle with a human being; but through Erôs occurs
the whole connection and conversation of gods with men.15
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Love’s power is to bind together the ethical absolutes of virtue, and what approximates it in the individual
person. How can love bind together such different realms, the human and the divine? As I interpret Plato, love
does this by having as its object the creation of beauty and virtue. Love quickens the curiosity we have about the
beautiful objects and art forms we encounter in the world, which inspire us and move us to come to know them
better, and to learn about what beauty itself really is.
1. Love is oriented to knowledge
Stendhal’s famous maxim that beauty is “the promise of happiness” could well be said to be true of the sort of
beauty Plato has in mind in the Symposium: we can define Plato’s love as a belief about the beloved that one’s life
would be better if that beloved were a part of it.16 The beauty one experiences in the world constantly beckons her
forward to get to know it more intimately. It is sometimes difficult to tell, however, in what way an attachment to
the object will impact her. It is for this reason that she is led to study and come to know the object, so as to know
whether time spent with it will leave her better or worse. Plato here presents a compelling view regarding the
interrelation of all beautiful things in the world and their role in the philosophic life. As one becomes attracted to
a beautiful particular, and pursues it with natural curiosity to learn more about it—Where does it come from? Why
does it work the way it does? What makes it different to others of its kind?—she will find herself pursuing other
beautiful particulars in ever-expanding circles of beauty. As one is beckoned forward by beauty to come to know
one work or object, she will find she must learn about another, its context, its language, its history, and other
similar beauties. As Nehamas asserts,
To love something is always in part to try to understand what makes it beautiful, what drew me—and, as
long as I love it—continues to draw me toward it. To understand what it is and to see how it will affect
me and to see what it will be able to give me. The more I try to understand a particular object, the more I
need to learn about the world in general. The deep and the broad are just facets of one another.17

This is the account of love and beauty we find in the famous “ascent passage” of the Symposium (209e-212a). In
this passage, the lover is depicted as being led from one beauty by a desire to know more about it, to come to see
the beauty in other similar things, and the culture and laws which allow such beauty to flourish, and finally to
glimpse that absolute beauty that is the source of all beauty experienced in the world: the beholding of which
turns out to be the best life imaginable.
Yet the lover’s interest in what is beautiful does not stop there—with a solely cognitive achievement. Instead,
the lover aims to come to behold the beautiful as closely as she can, which leads her to create beauty, both in
herself and in the wider world. Whilst love leads the lover to come to know and experience greater and wider
realms of beauty in the world, the activity of love is further constituted by the creation of beauty.
2. Love’s object is moral self-creation
The framing characteristic of love, Socrates asserts, is that it is “of something”—just as a father is father of a
child so too love is of something, and it “desires that something”.18 Plato’s focus on the object of love reveals the
complex relational quality essential to it. For love to have an object is simply part of its grounding logic, and the
identification of this object is thus fundamental to any attempt to define and understand love. In contemporary
moral psychology, this object of love serves as the “intentional object” which is said to be “‘about’ objects and
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states of affairs quite external to the agent.”19 My account of love’s object in the Symposium, however, locates this
object within the individual as her own moral development.
It is commonly claimed in the scholarly literature that the object of love, in the Symposium dialogue, is
beauty.20 However, I argue against this view and assert that love’s object is the creative activity of “bringing to birth
in beauty”—to translate precisely the Platonic text. For Plato writes at line 206e that this object of love is decidedly
not beauty, but rather the creative process of generating beauty, both in the individual and in the wider world.
What we witness in Socrates’ speech is Plato challenging the received wisdom of his day. Upon seeing beauty in
the world, the lover is led to make herself more like that beauty. In so doing, she brings into being further beauty
by making herself more beautiful. Thus, love is not purely relational, as emotional intentionality is standardly
analysed, but teleological—seeking its end. The highest form of love, for Plato, is an instrument of creation. He sees
in the human soul a self-generation principle: a compass of self-design, externally triggered by beauty. Crucially,
however, instead of turning to point towards beauty, the compass turns to point to itself, to design and craft itself.
Time spent in pursuit of beauty provides a way for the lover to become beautiful: shaped by the course of her life.
Plato thus establishes that the lover will have an inwardly-directed motivation to find ways to achieve this end.
Is the cognitive nature of love Plato has in mind here strong enough to ground such generative activity? I
argue that as love regarding the beautiful has led to knowledge, so does knowing about the beautiful lead to
assimilation. Such a tendency finds comparison in the Republic, where training in dialectic leads the young
philosopher-kings to becoming morally virtuous and hence to being able to lead well and produce a good city. In
the Symposium, cognition and contemplation of the beautiful similarly lead to association and assimilation, and
hence to being able to produce beauty on earth.
In the course of his educational exposition in Book VII of the Republic, Socrates reveals how an understanding
of the truth is more than a displacement of ignorance for knowledge, but is intimately tied to bringing about a
moral change in the student. The study of dialectic enables one “to attain to each thing itself that is…[to] grasp the
reason for the being of each thing”,21 with the result that one will be able to separate decisively the Form of
absolute goodness from the many particular instances which bear a relation to it. Thus grounded in truth, the
philosophers will be in the best position to produce good things—in themselves and in the city. Socrates asserts,
“Once they see the good itself, they must be compelled, each in his own turn, to use it as a pattern for ordering
the city, private men, and themselves for the rest of their lives.”22 These ruling men are pronounced thoroughly
beautiful,23 and can become “authors of the greatest good” by bringing into being the “well-governed city”.24 But is
witnessing the Forms, in whatever way mortals might be able to do, enough to initiate moral change? I argue it is.
The method by which the philosopher-king shapes and creates the beautiful city and beautiful citizens
(including herself) is described by Socrates as that of the inspired artist:
I suppose that in filling out their work they would look away frequently in both directions, towards the
just, beautiful, and moderate by nature and everything of the sort, and again, towards what is in human
beings; and thus, mixing and blending the practices as ingredients…taking hints from exactly the
phenomenon in human beings which Homer too called god-like and the image of god…And I suppose
they would rub out one thing and draw in another again, until they made human dispositions as dear to
the gods as they admit of being.25

This concept is repeated in Plato’s Timaeus dialogue as well, where Socrates asserts:
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Now everything that becomes or is created must of necessity be created by some cause, for without a
cause nothing can be created. The work of the creator, whenever he looks to the unchangeable and
fashions the form and nature of his work after an unchangeable pattern, must necessarily be made
beautiful and virtuous…26

Time spent in contemplation of the Forms of beauty and goodness provides a way for the philosopher to
become like them, through imitation and assimilation. Socrates concludes, “Then it is the philosopher, keeping
company with the divine and the orderly who himself becomes orderly and divine, in the measure permitted to
man.”27 What we have here is an account that considering the Form, and comparing it to what is in humans,
compels one to change and rub things out in the attempt to make what is only qualifiedly virtuous more like the
unqualifiedly virtuous. There is good in the philosopher, because of her knowledge of and assimilation with the
Form, and as a result of this togetherness, she is the best able to produce good things in the city and in the
individual citizen. The object of love is therefore its greatest virtue: impelling the lover to shape herself in the
image of virtue, and bringing about new virtue in the soul.
Beauty in the Classroom
This idea of creative thinking led by love, I argue, was a key feature of Plato’s educational theory and derives
from insightful analysis of the human powers of motivation. You cannot navigate with merely a highly polished
rudder—you must start with the motor before navigation even begins. Once we have engaged the emotions, then
we can deliver the directional standards of a particular curriculum.
The hypothesis we are presented with in the Symposium is that every contact with beauty (from perceptual and
sense-based contact, to emotional and cognitive contact) gives rise to erotic desire to generate in beauty. This
generation, as I have argued above, manifests in an assimilation with beauty itself. Love unites the Form with the
particular lover, binding them together, thus enabling the production of any and all particular beauty. If Plato is
right about this, his message to posterity is that teachers should teach by beauty, and by engaging the emotions.
Philosophy, the love of wisdom, has a responsibility not to sit alone in the study or retreat to the ivory tower—
building edifices of purely rational construction—but to connect with the world of art and culture to generate the
virtue that those in pursuit of it have come to love and to know.
Kristjánsson divides moral education of emotion projects into three inter-related areas of inquiry: (1) are
emotions appropriate objects of education; (2) ought, and if so, how, can emotions be shaped within education;
and (3) what specific activities or techniques can teachers employ in the classroom?28 As the above discussion has
emphasised, the debate on educating the emotions tends to focus on the first two questions—understandably, of
course, as we are philosophers. Precious little, however, is available to educators seeking practical, straight-to-theclassroom application of the results of all this research. Indeed, Maxwell and Reichenbach even go so far as to say
that “not a single intervention programme or identifiable body of educational practices or strategies grounded in a
major theoretical perspective in contemporary social psychology exists which specifically and explicitly targets
moral emotions.”29 In what follows, I would like to outline, briefly, some of the positive ways the virtue of love—
being the internal motivation to seek not only knowledge of the attracting object, but the activity of shaping
oneself and generating virtue in the soul—may be encouraged in the contemporary classroom.
First, educators can engage the emotion of love through bringing beauty into the classroom. The “vast, open sea of
beauty”, to appropriate Plato’s description of the lover’s vision, is diverse and limitless. 30 Depending on the level
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of schooling, a range of examples in art and literature (conceived broadly to include as well drama, music, dance,
design, and more) can be creatively incorporated into lessons with the specific aim of grabbing the emotions,
which in turn compel further investigation (in the classroom, in extra-curricular activities, and in personal free
pursuit), and indicate future lines of discussion. There exist in the literature a number of compelling arguments
that engaging the emotions of, for example, compassion, sympathy, and empathy—through materials and stories—
is the “sine qua non of the ability to formulate moral assessments”.31 Educating through love and attraction to the
beautiful, however, offers a uniquely powerful capacity to harness the motivational aspects of the emotion. For it is
the initial pangs of love, read as the desire to know, which first present as curiosity and develop into a
commitment to finding out more, and a passion for the subject. Bringing beauty into the classroom—all
classrooms, not just the art studio—can launch this motivation in new and exciting ways.
The beauty of great literature and compelling art has a further special role to play in developing imagination,
particularly in the consideration of multiple perspectives which arouse emotion. Such subjects are often
exceptionally concerned in depicting or commenting on the complex interplay of human emotions in moral
situations. Indeed, Wordsworth defined poetry as “the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings.” 32 By
presenting material that prompts an emotional response, students can be inwardly led to appreciate certain
aspects of a case they may not otherwise have acknowledged. I should emphasise here that bringing beauty into
the classroom ought to go beyond art appreciation courses as one among other (subtly more “serious”,
“academic”) subjects. The beauty of art and literature should instead be seen as a powerful impetus to moral
development and so afforded a place in any and all subjects.
What engaging the emotions can contribute to educational and cognitive development is what Schwartz and
Clore term “affect as information”.33 According to this theory, internal emotional experiences supply individuals
with information about their external environment. This information can then be harnessed in creative ways as it
influences the individual’s evaluations, decisions, concerns, and further courses of action. Educators can consider
how facilitating students’ attending to their emotional response to material may enhance the learning experience
and understanding of course content. Take, for example, the following classroom exercises:


Upon the presentation of visual illusions such as Adelson’s Checkershadow Illusion, below, the mind
is primed to accept that the squares marked A and B are of different colours.
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In fact, they are the same colour, and this can be confirmed by the educator using the proof image:

When the illusion is experienced for the first time, students often respond with a range of emotions
including bafflement, awe, amusement, and incredulity—the latter of which leads naturally to further
questioning and explanation. In my undergraduate philosophy classes, I use this illusion to introduce
Descartes’ radical doubt: how much can we trust our senses if they can be so wildly taken in by
illusion? The emotional response, however, can be harnessed for motivating the intellectual virtues of
curiosity and care towards a host of subjects. For example, such virtues can serve to widen appreciation
for suspending judgement on controversial figures in a History class until the motivations for actions
can be carefully considered; or for precision and caution in a Science lab.


Literature, poetry, and other story-telling media can also stimulate the emotions to enhance
achievement outside of English and Literature classes. Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle is often featured in
American History class readings lists, but its ability to generate powerful emotions of shock and disgust
at the conditions of the meat-packing industry in the early 20th-century can function to initiate
discussions and projects across the educational spectrum. Despair at the working conditions the novel
presents is a unique way to contribute to lessons on trade unions and class poverty in Economics; and
revulsion at unsanitary factory farming practices can initiate a personal dimension to considerations of
vegetarianism and veganism in a Physical Education or Health class, or of animal welfare and organic
farming in Government and Business classes.

What is important to focus on in such exercises is that the students attend consciously to their emotions in
response to the subject matter of the lesson: drawing out what it is the experienced emotion tracks, and
considering that aspect of the content as information which can be explored further in discussions or assignments.
Second, educators can use Gadfly questions to engage the emotions in response to an apparent wrong. In the
Apology, Socrates refers to himself as a gadfly which bites the sluggish horse in order to arouse him to action: he
put this into practice by acting the rogue street philosopher, constantly questioning his contemporaries in such a
way that they would feel compelled either to defend their premises or realise further thought and refinement of
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those premises was needed.34 Plato acknowledges that children possess the ability to love the beautiful, and blame
and hate the ugly, even before they are capable of rational speech. 35 By pressing intuitively controversial points,
challenging assumptions, or playing advocatus diaboli, educators can stir up instinctive defences of what is, or is at
least thought to be, true.
Gadfly questions can be directed towards the course content and students’ answers to questions, in addition
to their emotional responses to that course content. Facilitators may take cues from Socrates’ own method as to
what kinds of questioning best get at the heart of the interlocutor’s statements, probing responses to ferret out
analytic distinctions as well as to elicit commitment to a view by proposing a radical alternative. The use of the
Socratic Method in education has long been championed for its ability to aid students in clarifying and justifying
their thoughts on the topic under question.36 Of specific relevance to our topic of engaging the emotions in
education, is to direct gadfly questions towards the students’ own emotional responses to material (and perhaps
especially towards unexpected emotional responses), which can be indicators of a further question or line of
reasoning. Examples of such gadfly questions towards emotions may include:


Do you think all parties (or characters) involved in the event felt the same way in response? Why or why not?



Why do you think you like X more than Y?



Is there a difference between our society and the society under discussion that might make the situation look
different to you?



What element of the lesson would you be most (or least) likely to remember?



What element of the lesson makes you the most surprised (or angry, or curious)? Why?

The task in employing gadfly questions specifically, within the broader teaching style of the Socratic Method,
is to harness the motivational power of the emotions and direct it towards identifying new ways of thinking about
course content. By attending to their emotions in this reflective manner, students can link their own affective
responses to the subject of a lesson and find in that link a personal reason to defend and articulate their thoughts.
A third practical application of Plato’s theory of love’s virtue is to use beauty as a tool for cognitive appraisal and
reflection. Art and literature can present vastly different beauties, which the student can then evaluate in relation
to other beauties presented in the course, and in relation to other types of beauties she experiences in her wider
world. This is the basis of Plato’s metaphysical theory of Forms, according to which one learns about, for example,
abstract, absolute beauty by reflecting on what each of these particular beauties perceived and experienced have in
common. Identifying what is essential to each of a beautiful work of art, a beautiful scientific equation, a beautiful
soul, and a beautifully accomplished action or performance is at once, then, a cognitive-emotional-aesthetic (not
to mention interdisciplinary) exercise. Encouraging students to ask, and reflect on, what it is they think that
makes each of the different beauties they encounter beautiful can culminate in synthesisation assignments which
aim at articulating and defending an account of what the terms beauty, art, or justice actually can mean. Methods
for employing this concept in the classroom could include the following exercises:


Having students each curate an ongoing journal focusing on a key concept of the course (e.g.,
citizenship, tragedy, respect, or abuses of power). Journals can be written in a notebook or—to
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introduce technology where appropriate to the level of the course—created online, as on a Tumblr
microblog or Pinterest board. Students add examples of the concept they identify in art, current
affairs, or the media and are asked to reflect on each entry asking what it is they think makes the
particular example fall under the concept heading: what it is that makes the piece of work beautiful, or
the court ruling unjust. The task here is to allow the emotions first to locate the particular examples,
which can then become the subject of appraisal and reflection. This reflection aims at developing
creative or lateral thinking, which draws connections between disparate instances of a concept.


Incorporating music created in a particular culture or era into a World Civilisations, History, or
Foreign Language class. This can be done at intervals throughout the term, with students instructed to
choose a song or music style they liked best at the end; or as a one-off project for a particular time
period. Students are to reason about what in the period might have inspired or influenced the artists.
Rather than making this a research exercise, it can be done as in-class writing, to facilitate lateral
thinking between their emotional response to the music and the historical-cultural facts presented in
the course content.

My aim in highlighting this third kind of exercise is to draw attention to the particularly creative impetus
beauty in art can have on the emotions, which—when attended to with cognitive reflection—can draw the mind to
identify causal relationships between material previously unnoticed. The development of the ability to draw such
relationships is a key feature of the kind of lateral and creative thinking which marks original thought.
I may at this point anticipate the objection regarding Plato’s infamous “banishment” of the poets from the
ideal city in Book X of his Republic, on the basis that they morally corrupt an audience. To argue that this
demonstrates a rejection of art as an educational tool, however, would be to miss the point. A significant part of
Plato’s critique was that certain works of art present falsehood as truth, with the effect that the student may come
to think justice involves what is actually unjust, thereby obscuring what being just “looks like.” However, the fact
that Plato’s dialogues are positively littered with myths, similes, dramatic characters, and other poetic devices,
coupled with the fact that the Symposium dialogue itself lists the work of Homer and Hesiod as highly praised
creations of beauty, reveals that Plato openly acknowledged the positive benefit of poetry. 37
The above exercises may already be carried out in the classroom for a host of other reasons, for example to
integrate technology, to make connections to other classes, or to practice writing across the curriculum. What I
wish to emphasise here is that they can also be used as starting points to hook students with the aim of facilitating
a uniquely powerful and generative connection between student and subject. It may, however, be argued that
these three types of classroom exercises take beauty in art for moral purposes in such a way which places the
theory squarely in that instrumental view of education lamented above: merely substituting moral or emotional
development for economic benefit as an educational aim. I argue against this. The Platonic virtue ethics set out in
section two holds as a fundamental tenet that it is because the lover values the beautiful for its own sake that she
strives to become like it by creating beauty in herself. The lover in the Symposium does not perceive beauty and
think of all the great benefit she can gain by attaining it, but rather self-creation is an emotive-creative response of
the soul to the beauty present to her. Love in relation to the beautiful leads to the creation of new beauty.
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Conclusion
Curiosity is ultimately driven by desire: the desire to know. Accordingly, we can find in Plato’s theory of love
an understanding of how education in the beautiful—a generative process led by love—results in the lover
becoming virtuous through the self-creation of beauty and virtue in the soul. This theory connects Plato’s ordering
agents of the universe (the conceptual ideas of absolute goodness and beauty) with that which orders individual
persons. It is an education by attraction. We can take away from Plato’s Symposium dialogue the following
hypothesis: if education is to be truly transformative—making us into responsible citizens, rational problem-solvers,
creative thinkers—it must begin with honing desire, employing those mechanisms which attract and which motivate
a commitment to discovering more. What’s exciting, and challenging, is that you never know where such journeys
might lead.
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